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Dear Janine and Urban Design Commissioners, 
 
The owner of 7 W Main Street desires to enhance the aesthetics of the property with a façade 
alteration including removal of a clock element that was added in the past decade and enlarging 
second floor windows to enhance the view of the Capitol and Capitol Square.  The building is 
located in the DC Downtown Core zoning district and requires review with the zoning code and 
Urban Design Guidelines.   The zoning district purpose and guidelines are addressed below for 
reference. 
 
7-9 W Main formerly operated as two distinct buildings, and most recently were combined to 
form a single building and operated as a restaurant. Opportunities were analyzed for the 
property, with the result being that enhancing the views of the Capitol Square will allow the 
space to capture the stunning and historic views of Madison’s most iconic landmark. 
 
Our proposal seeks to continue to functionally and aesthetically integrate the two buildings on 
the second floor, much as the first-floor façade alteration did, while enhancing the building’s 
views of the Capitol for the enjoyment of locals and tourists.   
 
Zoning: DC Downtown Core 
 

28.074  Downtown Core District 
(1) Statement of Purpose. 
The DC District is established to recognize the Capitol Square, the State Street corridor, 
and surrounding properties as the center of governmental, office, educational, cultural, 
specialty retail and recreational activities for the City and the region. … This district is 
intended to allow intensive development with high-quality architecture and urban 
design. 

 
Repurposing traditional buildings for contemporary use will help 7-9 W Main continue to play 
a relevant part in the specialty retail, cultural and recreational activities in the Downtown Core 
district.  
 
Urban Design Guidelines 
 

The design guidelines were developed to ensure that…alterations to existing buildings, 
are compatible on a city, neighborhood, and block level, have an engaging pedestrian 
orientation, and are designed to reflect the use of the structure. 

 
Newer adjacent buildings with larger windows include the State Justice Center, and the 
recently remodeled 25 W. Main Street which is all glass.  Prior remodeling and façade 
improvement at 7-9 W Main joined two buildings into one building for the former Brocach 
restaurant.  The ground level façade bridged the two similar facades to appear as one unified 
storefront.  The proposed window opening seeks to further unify the building façades and 
enhance the view of the Capitol and Capitol Square from the interior.  Enhancing the view will 
make the second-floor use of the building more vibrant, and tied into more recent 
developments on the Capitol Square. 

 
 The previous façade alteration changed materials at the pedestrian level.  Windows on the 

second floor appear to be replacements. It is unclear what the material of the second floor 
windows was originally as-built, however given the period, photos, use and size of existing 
openings, most likely wood framed as they are existing today.  However, large window 
openings with limited sight lines can only be achieved with metal framing.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Matt Aro 
Aro Eberle Architects 
 
 

 
The existing clock, installed with the most recent façade remodeling, would be removed as it 
was more closely tied to the branding of the former restaurant.  The brick underneath would be 
revealed, and matching woodwork profiles added to the center portion to create continuous 
horizontal lines more compatible with the proposed window opening above.  It is understood 
that City funds were employed through the façade grant process to assist the prior 
tenant/owner with the first floor façade, and with respect to that investment, the façade would 
be repaired and maintained aside from the clock removal. 
 

4a. The size and rhythm of windows and doors in a building should respect those 
established by existing buildings in the area where a clear pattern exists, and the 
residential and/or mixed-use nature of the building.  

 
Existing buildings on the block face have no clear window rhythm due to a mix of contemporary 
and traditional styles, with exception of 1 W. Main, with its strong traditional presence on the 
corner of W Main and M.L. King Drive.  The scale of windows on the lower floors of buildings 
in context to the west tend to be larger and more contemporary with aluminum storefront 
framing.  We believe the proposed alteration will fit within this context of contemporary and 
traditional style buildings that exist on this block face. 
 

4b. Existing traditional buildings should not have window openings with different 
sash configurations, smaller windows, or materials inappropriate to the original design. 
Transom windows should remain transparent/translucent. 

 



Existing facade 



Preferred facade

7 West Main - preferred facade

7 West Main - illustrated concept



Interior view- preferred facade

7 West Main - preferred facade interior conceptual view

7 West Main - existing view



7 West Main - alternate facade proposal

7 West Main - alternate facade proposal

Alternate facade proposal



7 West Main with adjacent properties

Alternate proposal



Justice Center to the west of subject property, built ca 2001 Justice Center to the west of subject property, built ca 2001

Justice Center to the west of subject property, built ca 2001

2019 Photographs



W. Main Street from Hamilton and Carroll showing a mix of contemporary and traditional

2019 Photographs

W. Main Street from M.L. King looking west



Historical Photographs



Historical Photographs
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